Congratulations to the Trinity runners who participated in the 2nd Annual Dean of Students Half Marathon Challenge!

On Sunday, November 15, 2009, 74 of the people listed below who had signed up for the challenge completed the race.

Note: A half dozen pulled out because of injuries or time conflicts, but trained throughout.

**2009 milestones:**
- At least 80 Trinity-affiliated people participated in the program this year
- 1,011 Trinity-affiliated miles run on race day
- 31 participants who ran the furthest distance of their lives last Sunday
- Trinity University placed 3rd in the city-wide Get Fit Challenge – Extra Large Division
- Over $400 raised for the San Antonio Food Bank
- Approximately 1,200 food units collected for the San Antonio Food Bank
- One English guy dressed as Davy Crockett riding a flamingo with a yellow head
- 1 second that Reverend Nickle was edged out by his wife
- 358 days to train until the 2010 Half marathon on November 14

- Stephanie Acosta
- Savannah Allan
- Graham Auericht
- Eduardo Balreira
- Whitney Barnes
- Edwin Blanton*
- Amanda Brack
- Josh Brack
- Amie Bradley*
- Jessie Burch
- Sheila Castle
- Lucy Cevallos
- Rebecca Dietz
- Stephen Dillard
- Makenzie Dixon
- RubenDupertuis
- Timothy Duvarney
- Emily Endres
- Morgan Fisher
- Cory Garrett
- Jayde Gearing
- Catherine Gilbert
- RobbyGlass
- Connor Gorman
- Madeline Griffin
- Ruth Hahn
- Chris Hampton
- Julio Hasfura
- Rachael Heineman
- Stephen Hudec
- Morgan Jackson
- Sarah Kagan
- Peter-Kelly-Zion
- Kevin Klindworth
- Heather Koch
- Lindsay Landgraf
- Cindy Lara
- Katie Leonard
- Sarah Leonard
- Leigh Anna Logsdon
- Jessica Long
- Chris Manhave
- Mike Masse
- Jessica Matley
- Michael McCormick
- Sarah Nawrocki
- Seth Nelson
- BenNewhouse
- Son Nguyen
- Catherine Nickle
- Stephen Nickle
- Lindsay Nieman
- David Nikaido
- Wanda Olson
- Tiffany Pham
- John Pickett*
- Thomas Pickett
- Jordan Potter
- Aaron Retersdorf
- Jacob Reynolds
- Kristy Rho
- Hannah Rinn
- Danielle Roberts
- Rick Roberts
- Jeffrey Rufo
- David Russak
- Danielle Schmitt
- Benjamin Surpless
- Melanie Sweeney
- Jamie Thompson
- Jessica Truman
- Nathan Tuttle
- Harry Wallace
- Kelsey Wallace
- Ginny Wallette
- Mary West
- Clifford Woodford
- Rebecca Young
- Fred Zapata
- *Full marathon

To see a full accounting of the program, a slide show, and to view race results and finish-line videos, go to the Dean’s List Blog at http://trinitydean.blogspot.com/.

Thanks to those in the Trinity community who were able to support the food drive and a special thanks to all of the runners who made this training program and race day such an enjoyable and rewarding experience. You did GREAT!

- David Tuttle
  Dean of Students